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1: breakfast with epiphanies â€“ little stories of lovely
A dream is your creative vision for your life in the future. You must break out of your current comfort zone and become
comfortable with the unfamiliar and the unknown.

A hollandaise that makes your heart ache? These roughly translate into the sweet breakfast eater pancakes and
waffles and the savory breakfast eater meats, cheeses and vegetables with eggs. A former home to the Fuller
Paint and Glass Company, the place has an industrial past, which manifests itself in high ceilings, exposed
brick and pipe and warehouse-style glass. Yet splashes of stained glass and distressed wood floors make cozy
what might otherwise be experienced as an aloof space. Also impressive are the cheeses: Welsh rarebit sauce,
English cheddar, English stilton, feta, parmesan, cream cheese, mild cheddar, Monterey Jack and Swiss.
Clearly, the place could double as a pizza joint and salad bar with this list of ingredientsâ€”always a plus for
homo saltus. The healthy and unhealthy, the meat eater and vegetarian can dine side by side in this pub. You
order the tempeh strips and tofu patties. You order the harvest grainsâ€”barley cracked wheat, wild and brown
rice, apples and raisins, all with soy milk. I counter with two bangers and a nine-cheese omelet, including the
rarebit cheese sauce. But does it deliver bread worth breaking? Strange but fitting, the result is mostly up to
you. My free will created a tofu scramble of tomatoes, spinach, mushrooms, red onions and rarebit sauce; then
turning its back on vegetarianism, it asked for a side of bangers. The free will across from me chose a
humbler, more trodden path of honey ham and eggs. Both our free wills were served English country potatoes,
which came grilled with onions and bell peppers. Are there waiters in heaven? Are there restaurants in
heaven? Was our waiter trained at a restaurant in heaven? He might have been. Warm, friendly, with the ease
of someone who makes food appear, our medium-strength coffees never got empty, never got cold. We were,
as they say, tended to, with each stage of the breakfastâ€”from order to checkâ€”communicated with glances,
smiles and a joke or two. So what did our free wills really give us? The firm tofu did an excellent job of tying
together the disparate elements of a scramble. On the bangers, I could not really judge, being somewhat
inexperienced in bangerology. I was told they were good, so suffice it to say, they were goodâ€”extra soft with
a smoky breakfast sausage flavor. Eggs, toast, and English muffin were standard affairs: Fluffy the first,
crunchy the second and third. Everything was executed fairly well, save one flaw: The flaw showed up
glaringly in the potatoes, whichâ€”though grilled with onions and peppersâ€”were surprisingly bland. The
tofu scramble, too, needed a boost of salt, pepper, paprika or zip. Whether this under-salting is an English
thing, a health thing or one more aspect of self-determination, I do not know. It is a small price to pay for a
place where all can dine.
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2: Breakfast@Epiphanies
Joe Melberg should know better than to engage the weird and esoteric, but common sense never stopped him before.
Now he's back at it, unafraid to disclose personal experiences that might have most people rushing for a diagnosis - he's
using his best scientific and philosophical tools to understand a complex human reality that clearly defies
comprehension.

On the one hand there is the theoretical promise of largesse, of piggy products without borders. You can
always hide another slice of bacon under the other two, bury a sausage under the bacon, build something
architectural on the plate in crisped fat and shiny, burnished protein. On the other hand is the reality:
Scrambled eggs suppurate and fried eggs wallow in fat. True, you can get the real thing, but only in those
grand hotels. Not that this is exactly news to all Observer readers; in recent years you have voted it the best
place for breakfast in East Anglia, in our food awards. I always knew you had good taste. The low-slung
building in which it is housed, all black slat board and salmon-pink plasterwork, is filled with sturdy,
golden-varnished wooden furniture and there is a stone-tiled floor. And here really is a great breakfast, British
or otherwise. The dense-textured, dry-cured bacon speaks of an animal that lived a happy life, as it should do
here on the dark rutted earth of the Suffolk Wolds, which supports so many of them. Better still are the rare
joys of the British breakfast. There is a local kipper from one of the great smoke houses that dot the Suffolk
shore, properly grilled and with a light, balanced cure. There are even, praise be, devilled kidneys. The grain
mustard-boosted sauce is rich and powerful and soaks into the toasted granary in a way that makes it a
profound pleasure. Most importantly, the dainty organs are not overcooked to a grotesque rubberiness. Karen
Robinson What is really striking is the attention to detail. A summer fruits smoothie is simply the best of the
recent crop, frozen and blitzed in a mixer. The jams are local and include an uncompromising dark
marmalade, full of bitter peel, made in nearby Yoxford. If you love marmalade, you will want to sit at the
table for hours, staring at it, sighing happily and muttering about eternal verities. And then go buy some from
the food shop on site. When it comes to service, it was the kids who received their food first. It is such a
simple thing to do. Settle the children and the parents will be yours for ever. Only that the fried eggs, while
soft of yolk and impeccable of provenance, did have those shiny, plasticky whites which come with the use of
the hot plate rather than the pan. There are many reasons for going to Suffolk.
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3: breakfast-epiphanies Â· Finding Your Soul
And by the way, Breakfast Epiphaniesâ€”it is a great read. You're kind to give credit to the author. Reply. susan says.
January 14, at am. I'm with you.

Like what happened in the grocery store near my house, this very morning. My daughter Ria was visiting, and
she and I decided we should have some bacon and eggs. But there was a problem. We had no eggs. Hence me
suggesting Ria begin before I go. Out the door I strode. All I had to do to remedy our lack of eggs problem
was jump on my motorbike, whip up to the nearest grocery store where I knew they would not only have eggs,
they would have a broad selection of eggs, and they were all accessible to me! I could have as many as I
wanted! Not only are supermarkets open Sundays, so are banks and liquor stores. When I was younger, if you
needed money, you had to get to a bank branch between Thankfully, I was born into the most comfortable,
richest, most convenient and colossally wealthiest time in all of history. Not sure why I awaken every day with
this "Gods Must Be Crazy" fascination for how much stuff we have. Or the array of tasty "goldfish". How
many varieties can we handle? For some reason, I never seem to forget how miraculously comfortable my life
is. Just lucky is all. To whit, before I left the house to go to the store for eggs, I had to choose from more than
six different types of footwear. I, Peter Carter, own more than 12 shoes, ranging from Birkenstock sandals to
really comfortable cowboy boots. How many does a person need? Three hours it took, and they even washed
and polished the freaking tires! It has that new car smell again. On a fairly regular basis, I get my teeth cleaned
and polished. In a comfortable office with pleasant music playing in the background. In the history of Carters
starting one generation ago and going all the way back to the bogs of Ireland or wherever we came from, I am
dead certain not one has had his or her teeth polished. Assuming they had teeth. But back to the eggs. I got to
the store, parked the bike, marched to the rear of the store where I knew the eggs were, carried them up to the
counter and before I put them on the food tread mill or whatever you call it, the cashier said "Hi, how are you?
I like them like that, too. I believe anything anybody tells me.
4: Breakfast Epiphanies - Review of Main Street Bistro, New Paltz, NY - TripAdvisor
I recently had a short play I wrote on at the Bush Theatre, and while I was waiting for the show to come down though, I
took a book out of the library.

5: Sacramento News & Review - - Breakfast epiphanies - Dish - Dining - June 6,
About Breakfast Epiphanies. Beloved minister David Anderson offers forty-one true-life tales that will enlighten and
inspire readers of any faith. Writing about his everyday experiences-like cleaning up the yard after a storm, waiting in the
doctor's office, even helping his teenage daughters pick out fall dresses-Anderson explores how the divine can surprise
us in even the most ordinary.

6: Nathan Moore (American musician) - Wikipedia
Breakfast AT ePiffanies is a play on the movie "Breakfast at Tiffany's". Piff is also a strain of purple weed, also known as
"purple haze". This song contains a sample of "Slow Hot.

7: Pete's Blog & Grille: Breakfast Epiphanies, or, Why bacon fat is so good for you and delicious too
David Anderson I'm a writing pastor, privilged to work among the people of Saint Luke's Parish in Darien, Connecticut. I
love this work. I spend my days with people who are trying to live lives of faith in a pretty forbidding world.

8: Breakfast epiphanies | Jay Rayner | Food | The Guardian
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Breakfast Epiphanies is a nice, quick read. The kind of book which found its way into my "reading room" for a quick read
every day if I need one. The book I can equate to something akin to a daily reflection kind of title as the stories can be
read in a quick sitting, are enjoyable and entertaining and have a moral to the story, if you will.

9: Breakfast Epiphanies The Show
By Lark Park. The Fox & Goose, a downtown breakfast favorite, offers hearty fare that errs a bit on the bland side.
Published on June 6, as Dish in the Dining section of the Sacramento News & Review.
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